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The midset M(a, b) of two points a and 6 in 2; metric space X is the set of all points 
equidistant from a and b, and X has the double midset property ifM(a, b) Insists of 
two points for every choice of a and b in X. The conjecture that a continu. with the 
double midset property is a simple closed CUW~: is estabbshed under the ad snal hylpo- 
thesis that the lidset function is continuous. 
1 AMS Subj. Class.: Primary 54F20,54F65 
ki:ed curve ~~~~~ 
The mid.set &‘(a, b) c 4 two distinct posnts a and b in a metric sqace 
(X, d) is the set of all *joints x E X such that the distances &I!, x J md . 
d(b, x) arc; equal. T’hc ipace X has the double midset property (abbre- 
viated DMP) if for eac4 two points n and h of X the midset A&I, 3) con- 
sists of f:wz, points. Er _imples of continua in E2 having the DMP are ei- 
lipses and k. , hl:s, but ‘I simple closed curve in E2 with th.e DMP need 
not bound 3 convex ci s,k. It has been conjectured that every continuum 
P is a siirl le closed curve [ 8 11, and we lend support o this 
conjecture ~1’ establi:, kg the result un&!r the assumption that ,&e mid- 
set function is continr VS. 
Let X be a metric s dce, let 3 (X) be the set of all subsets of X, and 
let D be the diagonal C:t-!t {(x, y) 6~ K X X 1 x = y). The midset futdm 
A4 :X X X - 12 * b 9 (A , ia a set-va’ued function defined by letting 
M(x, y) be the -nGdseL (-T x and y lin X Then 84 is continuotis if when- 
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ever ((JQ ~$1 converges to (x, v) in X X X - D it follows that {M(xi, Yi)] 
converges to iu(x, v) in th2 sense that 
lim inf &..(.X, v,) = lim SUP M(x, yi! = lim M(xi, vi) = M(x, .Y) 
(see [ 5, p. 1801 for the definition of convergence of sets). The continu- 
ity of M when X has the MP merely means that M(x, yi) and M(x, y) 
C:~R be labeled (mi+ ni) and (HZ, n}, respectively, in such a way that (m,} 
converges to m and {ni) converges to n. Actually all that is needed here 
from the midset function M is that lim M(a, bi) = M(Q, 6) whenever {bi) 
converges to b and a # b. 
A metric space X is said to have the continuous double midset property 
(CKM?) if X has the IMP and the midset function M 2s continuous. 
Berard [ l] introduced the unique midset property (UMP) and showed 
that a connected metric space with the UMP is homeomorphic to a sub- 
set of the real line. Hence, it is clear that when a connected metric space 
has the UMP, the midset function must be continuous. Examples of con- 
tinua having a midset function that fails to be continuous are easily ob- 
tained in E*; however, we know of no such continuurr -Gth the DMP. 
We leave as an easy exercise the verification that every simple closed 
curve with the DMP also has the CDMP. 
Although the first published papers involving “midsets” were authored 
by Berard [ 1,2], the concept was studied much earlier by Buseman [4]. 
Berard [ 21 showed that a complete convex metric space X with the 
DMP must be a topological simple closed curve, and Loveland and 
Valentine [ 6, Theorem 21 proved that X is isometric to a circle with the 
“geodesic” metric. Apparently unaware of [6], Berard and Nitka [3] 
also obtained the isom&y. A short elementary proof [7] later evolved. 
If a and b are. points of a metric space X, then it is easy to verify that 
X - M(a. b) is the union of mutually separated sets L and R, where 
L = Ix I d(a, x) < d(3, .Y)), R = {x I d(a, x) > d(b, x)) . 
We refer to this particular separation of X by a midset as the standard 
separa tioiY2. 
A continuum is a nondegenerate, compact, connected metric space. 
An arc is a space homeomorphic to a closed interval on the real line, and 
a simple closed curve is a homeomorphic image of circle. A triad is a 
continuum homeomorphic to the union of the intervals [(- 1 ,O), (1, O)] 
and [(O, O), (0, l)] in the Euclidean glane. The image u of (O,O) in a triod 
7’ is called the vertex of T, and thz components of T - {u} are called the 
legs of T. An 11rc with endpoints II and b is denoted by ab. 
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1 a No arc has the CDMi? 
osf. Let A be an arc with endpoints a and b, and s:~ppose A has the 
CDIMP. We assume that A is ordered wit k a < b, and by C < D we mean 
that c < Id whenever c E C and d E D. Lil:t 
B = {x I {x) < M(x, J)) < (u} whenever x < u} . 
The next two paragraphs establish the existence of a subarc [a, f] of A 
such that [a, f] f B. This fact is used ini the last paragraph to produce a 
contradiction. 
Let t E A - {B), and define B, = {x I {t) < M(x, t) < (x}$ We now 
show that B, = {x 1 x > I’) = (& b] if b E B,. Since b E B,, the corngo= 
nent of B, containing b has a greatest lower bound h. To obt; “I a con- 
tradiction we assume b‘ < h. Let (qi} converge to h, where qi JI and. 
qi $ B, for each i. By the CDMP, {M(t. qi)} converges to M(t, .e, If h 
were in B,, we would have (t} < M(t, !I) < {h), which would, 
belong to P,, at ieast for large t Thus !I $ B,. This means h # t 
rce qri to 
and there 
is a sequence (pi) converging to liI, where !I < pi and pj E B, fc ~ each i. 
For each i we have (t} < M(t, [Ii) < (J+& and%y the CDMP it I dlours 
that (t) < M(t, h) < (h). The contradiction tha:t h E B, fohows; hence 
: i ‘=tandB, =(t, b]. 
From the previous paragraph, Ba = (G, b ] since b E B,. BIy the CDMP 
there is a point f such that a < f and b 6: B, for every t E [a, f 1. Tlhus, 
for every t E [a, f ] we have B, ;=f (t, b]. It follows that y4 j‘] C B. 
Let M(a, f) = {ml, mz}, where ml < rq,. Sincea E W, Q < ml “,: ni9 <jI 
Let M(ml, m2) = (t, r}, whers: t <I r, and let [u, f ] - {:t, ;rl = L Cp .k’Z G 
the standard separation of [a, f] by M(ml, m2), where m, E L and 
m2 E R. Since ml E B, we have mk < t C P 4: m2. Thus [a, ml] C .C and 
[rn2# f ] c R. Now Q E L implies d(a, m,) < d(m2, a); however, d(a,, ml) 
= d(f, ml) and d(a, m2) = d(J m2) sine{: M(ap f) = (ml, m,}. This yields 
the contradiction that f E L since d(f, ml) < d(m2, f), and the result 
follows. cl 
Theorem 2. No metric space Wh the CIDVf can con tdzin a t&d 
roof. Suppose X is a metric space having th.e CDMP and containkrg a 
triod T with vertex u. Choose a positive number [ small enough that the 
set S = {X E X I d(v, x) = g} intersects each of the three legs of 7’., and 
choose points a and b ori different legs II:)f T such that 10, b} C S.and the 
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subarcs UQ and vb of 7’ lie, except for (a, b}, in the open ball B(Y), F). Let 
X --- M(a, b, := L u R, where a E L and b E R, be the standard separation, 
and let M(a, i5) = (v, 0’). Since 7’ is a triad, we may assume the existence 
of a subarc UC of 7’ - (u’? such that UC - {v} c L and UC n ua = UC n u&i = (u). 
Choose a sequence (bi] of points of ub - {u, b} converging to b; and, 
for each i, let X - M(a, bi) = Li u Rj (the standard separation) with 
a E Ei and bi E Rim Since C&Q, V) = k and c?(v, bi) < 5, we know that 
IV, b) C Ri. Suppose there is a subsequence (b,,j) of (bi} SUCK that 
~:(a, C) > d(c, b,;). By the continuity of d, d(a, c) 2 d(c, 6) foilows, and 
this implies tulle contradiction that c 6 L. Thus, for all sufficiently large i
vvc have {a, C) c Li, and, for such i, M(a, b,‘, separates the endpoints of 
the arcs QV and cu. By choosing an appropriate subsequence if necessary, 
WC may assume that, for each i, M(a, bj) =L: (tni, ni}, where mi E au - {u, a} 
and FIN E cu - {c, u). By the continuity of ‘44 we know that li;;;{mi, ni> 
= (t), v’}. Since {mi, Bi) lies in the closed set au u cu for each r’ and 
since v’ Q cv, we know that J E QU. 
R;r the DMP the subarc U’U ctfau intersects M(n, b) only at its endpoints. 
Let p E vu’ - {u, u’), and suppose that p E L. We may assume, by passing 
to a subseqrlence if necessary, th3t p E L, for each i (see the argument 
abov? sho%~ing c cz I.J. Thus M(n, &) separates p from u and musd: inter- 
sect both ct; and pu. However, this contradicts the CDMP sincr: iim&@, hi) 
1~s in cv U ~TI? and v’ 5 cv U pu. This implies that v’v - {u, ~‘1 c R. 
Let (aj} be a sequence in QU’ - {u’, a} converging to Q, and let 
X - fV(+ ~5) =: Xi U ‘Yi be the standard separation with aj E Xi and 
b 5 Yj for each z’. As in the second paragraph of this proof, it mav be 
shown th;il, {/I, p) C Yj and (u, U) C Xi for sufficiently large i. T&S 
there exists an integer i such that M(a,-, b) intersects the interior of each 
of the subs rcs ap, FU.I, and ub of T, contradicting the IMP. CI 
Theorem 3. A contirwum wn’th the CDMP must be u simple closed cwve. 
Proof. Theorem 75 of [9, p. 2181 states that a locally connected, non- 
degenerate continuum that contains no triod is either an arc or a simple 
closed curve (see [8, Lemma 3j for an alternate proof). A continuunr? 
with the DMP must be locally coLnnected (see ES, Lemma 2!), so Theo- 
rem 3 follows from the two previs~rs theorems. ZI 
Coasllary. A continuum (X, d) is c simple cbsed curve if arrd clnly if d2ere 
is a metric d’ ora X equivalent to such that (X, d’) has the CD 
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uestions. 
(1) Can the “continuum” hypothesis in Th.eoreln 3 be replaced 
weaker “arcwise-connected” hypothesk? 
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(2) Can the CDMP be replaced by the DMP’ in Thexem 3? Is there a 
continuum with the DMP such that the midset funckn is not eonrinuous? 
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